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A NOTE

2021

What would we call 2021? The

One with the Vaccine? The One

Where NCAH Turned Nineteen?

The One With Major Policy Wins?

We don’t really know, but here are

a few “episodes” we’ll remember

the year by.

Warmly,

Morgan Wittman Gramann,

Executive Director

Marianne Hedrick Weant,

Programs Manager

Katie Herndon Dawkins,

Membership Engagement

Coordinator



2021 IN REVIEW

THE ONE WHERE WE HAD
13 POLICY PRIORITIES

We aren't exaggerating. Over

several months in 2020, our

members and partners

identified thirteen issues for

NCAH to work on in 2021.

But we don't work alone. Over

those thirteen campaigns, 170

partners participated in one

way or another.

THE ONE WHERE WE WALKED TO THE STORE

In 2021, we partnered with our friends at
the Greater High Point Food Alliance to
pilot Walk to the Store Day. We gathered
together one hot July day to share in the
experience of our fellow North Carolinians
who lack transportation and easy access to
full-service food retail.

WORK
GROUP46

MILLION  IN
APPROPRIATIONS$61+

POLICY
WINS5
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2021 IN REVIEW

THE ONE WHERE WE HAD THE BIG WINS

Tobacco Use Prevention and Cessation Funding – The budget included $19
million over two years for tobacco use prevention and cessation programs! The
funding comes from the State’s settlement of the JUUL Labs, Inc.
School Nutrition Program Indirect Costs – The budget included statutory
changes to limit the amount of indirect costs districts can charge SNPs! For
many, many years, School Nutrition Programs (SNPs) have paid significant rates
of indirect costs to the districts, sometimes reaching as high as 18% of their
unrestricted funds. 
Food Bank Funding – The budget included $40 million in nonrecurring funds for
the North Carolina Feeding the Carolinas food banks! The budget also provided
$10 million to support community organizations in partnership with food banks.
FarmsSHARE Funding – The budget included $2 million in nonrecurring funds
for FarmsSHARE! This amazing program was born out of the pandemic and is run
by our friends at Carolina Farm Stewardship Association. 
Unserved Prepared Food Recovery – The budget included $62,500 in
nonrecurring funds to support the Safe Plates Program at NC State in
developing a set of standard operating procedures and trainings for unserved
prepared food recovery across the state.

Sarah Jacobson, Chair, American Heart Association 
Pamela Perry, Vice-Chair, Carolina Complete Health
Jan Jones, Secretary, Second Harvest Food Bank
Roxanne Elliott, Treasurer, FirstHealth of the Carolinas
Michael Scott, CHES, The Center for Black Health & Equity
Deirdre Moyer, PhD, Rockingham County Schools
Henry Crews, Green Rural Redevelopment Organization
Gregg Stave, MD, JD, MPH, Consultant
Alyssa Mouton, MPH, Vital Strategies

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

https://default.salsalabs.org/Tc0ee5b32-b489-42e0-90ea-a679732b2148/fe51c4e6-28ff-40cc-a3d6-5c4961b2158a
https://default.salsalabs.org/Tf130b377-69bf-46d6-9be8-29a3986cbf91/e081ff29-1cb4-40c8-becf-da0af9935d28


GREGG STAVE, MD, PHD, MPH

While our attention is appropriately focused on the challenges of the COVID-19
pandemic, tobacco remains equally deadly. Unfortunately, during the pandemic,
cigarette sales actually increased. Even though North Carolina receives well over $100
million every year from the Master Settlement Agreement with tobacco companies,
which is supposed to be used to decrease smoking, none of that money is used for
needed tobacco prevention and cessation efforts. The rate of vaping among youth also
remains high. Hopefully the settlement for targeting youth that Attorney General Josh
Stein reached with JUUL, the largest seller of e-cigarettes, will help to reverse that
trend. 

JOSEPH LEE, PHD, MPH
EAST CAROLINA UNIVERSITY

North Carolina was the first state in the south to include sexual orientation on its

Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System survey, and it’s important that we use these

data to continue to address inequities in tobacco use by sexual orientation. Inequities in

tobacco use for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people require community

engagement, policy advocacy, and investment in evidence-based interventions and it

remains a major area of work for tobacco prevention and control. 

THE ONE WHERE

JUUL SUBPOENAED US
Yeah, that happened.

But here’s what else happened. Our members and partners showed up for
us. We raised $3,500 to help cover the cost. And then, Attorney General
Josh Stein settled with them and the General Assembly appropriated the
funds to prevent youth tobacco use - a cool $19 million over the biennium.

Preventing tobacco use continues to be a big part of who we are at NCAH.

CONSULTANT



JENNIFER DELCOURT, MPH
WAKE COUNTY GOVERNMENT

The pandemic led to unprecedented challenges for schools and families this year,

including how to safely get students to and from school when in-person instruction again

became available. Many school systems were already facing transportation challenges

before the pandemic, including school bus driver shortages, bus routing, and locating bus

stops, and the pandemic exacerbated these issues. Some families who might not have

otherwise considered walking and biking to school, turned to this as a safe way to get

their children to school while practicing social distancing outdoors. Unfortunately, this

option is not available to all families because not all neighborhoods have access to safe

walking and biking facilities. This is why funding for active transportation infrastructure

is so important here in North Carolina, so that every family has the choice to safely walk

and bike in their own neighborhood and to important destination.

ALICE AMMERMAN, DRPH
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL

The expanded and more flexible nutrition programs prompted by the pandemic have

served as an opportunity to look more at what works to improve access to healthy food.

The data from these programs will be useful to shaping future policies.

THE ONE WHERE
LONG SESSION REALLY WAS LONG
2021 was long. No budget until November long. Last state in the country to
have a budget long. Didn't have a budget until four months into the fiscal year
long. But you know what? At the end of the day, we have a budget, and major
policy wins.

We continued working with our partners to educate and advocate all year
long. Even the priorities that didn't get much traction this year provided an
opportunity to educate lawmakers, make connections, and set the stage for
future campaigns.



DAVON GOODWIN 
SandhillsAg Innovation and food hubs across the state have shown how quickly and

effectively we can react to major food insecurity needs that we continue to see due to the

pandemic. The produce boxes that were distributed through FarmShare with support from

the state are a testament to how effective food hubs can react to immediate food needs.

Now we are in a position to start thinking and acting proactively. We are looking at what

the future might bring, how we can be prepared, and how we can demonstrate the value of

food hubs in the food system and the economic development of the state. We have to move

beyond being good at reacting to being great at taking proactive steps to strengthen our

food system and work to combat food insecurity. 

HENRY CREWS
Being a community-led and community-focused organization, Green Rural Redevelopment

Organization (GRRO) is able to see local needs and identify local solutions. We are

working hard to overcome the social determinants of health, especially when it comes to

access to healthy food. We have been able to do some really good work and, looking

ahead, we are focused on helping the small, minority-owned farms in rural counties. These

farms face unique challenges when it comes to finding profitable markets. And yet, they

could be the key to food security in rural counties. State support and policies that include

supplementing the cost of produce grown by small farms would benefit the small, rural

farmers and make it easier for food hubs and food banks to use more locally-grown,

healthy food.

THE ONE WHERE

FOOD HUBS PIVOTED
We did not see this one coming, but maybe we should have. We knew our
North Carolina food hubs were led by some of the most innovative
thinkers in the state, but 2021 showed us how they can pivot, pivot,
PIVOT.

We're not sleeping on Food Hubs in 2022, either. Supporting their work
is a new and explicit addition to our policy priorities. Could we be  any
more excited?

SANDHILLSAG
INNOVATION

GREEN RURAL REDEVELOPMENT
ORGANIZATION



The continued evolution of Medicaid Transformation

Closing the Coverage Gap

Continuing to monitor education investments to ensure Physical

Education is a valued part of schools

Does anyone know the old joke about public health? It goes: "What do

you do in public health?" The answer is: "We meet." And we really do

meet. We were all virtual this year, but that didn't hold us back. In fact,

it opened our eyes, hearts, and Zooms to partners from every corner of

North Carolina and allowed us to have really rich conversations.

While some policy priorities made progress this year, we're looking

forward to making progress on others next year. For those issues,

here's what we're looking forward to:

THE ONE WHERE
WE ALL WORKED TOGETHER

THE ONE WITH THE STI
One conversation we're looking forward to having next year is about
the Strategic Transportation Investments law. NCAH and our partners
share a priority to ensure North Carolina's STI allows and supports
robust investments in biking, walking, and public transportation. We
love biking and walking for their health benefits, but transportation of
all types ensures access to healthy food, timely visits to medical and
dental care, and the ability to get to jobs and schools. It's a good
investment!



JAN JONES
Second Harvest Food Bank of Northwest NC and our fellow anti-hunger advocates witnessed
how waivers to federal nutrition program policy, authorized by COVID relief bills, provided
flexibilities that made it possible to reach more children and families with essential nutritional
support during the pandemic. Waivers for child nutrition programs allowed organizations,
including our Food Bank, to serve more meals and ultimately reach more kids in need during
extended out-of-school times. Pandemic-EBT and Emergency Allotments for SNAP allowed
families to access more food with their SNAP benefits. Congress can continue these child
nutrition successes by making these waivers permanent in the next Child Nutrition
Reauthorization.

AMANDA HEGE, MPH, RDN

THE ONE WHERE
FOOD BANKS MADE IT LOOK EASY
From turkey to noodle soup, the food banks definitely gave North
Carolina their best in 2021. Some would even say they shared food.

Their hard work caught the attention of everyone this year, and the state
budget reflected that, with $40 million to share between the Feeding the
Carolinas food banks.

The increase in flexibility for nutrition programs in 2021 was a lifeline for thousands of families
across northwest North Carolina. The P-EBT program not only supplied healthy foods for
families with young children, but it also provided income for small-scale fruit and vegetable
growers in the state. With the support of additional double dollar programs (such as Double Up
Bucks in Watauga County), families were able to double their purchasing power of their P-EBT
and SNAP benefits at the local farmers’ markets. The program offers a win-win-win scenario in
which low-income consumers eat more healthy food, local farmers gain new customers and
make more money, and more food dollars stay in our local economy. One mom in Watauga
County shared that “Receiving P-EBT benefits and participating in Double Up Food Bucks have
provided me, a single mother, a way to feed my child local, fresh produce. This goes beyond just
feeding my child healthy food but contributes to supporting his overall health. He is now trying
new types of vegetables– and liking them! It has relieved me of having to make hard choices
between feeding my child good food to support his development or making rent.”

 

SECOND HARVEST FOOD BANK

SECOND HARVEST 
FOOD BANK



THE ONE WHERE
NCAH EVOLVED

Increasing the number of partners that we convene.
Mobilizing  a larger number of partners to build more collective power so that
we can advance equitable policies that reduce health disparities, prevent
chronic disease, and promote health.
Providing more support  and resources to our partners, stakeholders, and
decision makers to facilitate the advancement of strong, equitable health
policies.
Improving our ability to empower  partners with high-quality training
opportunities that allow our partners to hone their advocacy skills.

In 2022, NCAH will celebrate its 20th year. A lot can happen over two decades.
NCAH has done a lot of growing in the last twenty years and learned a great deal.
As we look towards the future, we are committed to: 

 
The strength of our coalition lies in the diversity and breadth of our partners. In
2021, we decided we needed to change to strengthen our coalition. In order to do
this, we will move away from a dues-based membership structure. This approach
will allow us to center equity, grow our connections, and increase our collective
power. We believe that this approach will position NCAH to be a stronger voice at
the General Assembly for equitable health policies that prevent chronic disease
and move us closer to our vision of healthier lives for all North Carolinians.

PAMELA PERRY 
Medicaid Transformation in North Carolina is now underway, as is the successful launch of
Carolina Complete Health – a new generation of healthcare management designed to
provide personalized, cost-effective medical services to the individuals who need it most.
Carolina Complete Health is the only provider-led Medicaid health plan in North Carolina,
created through a partnership between the NC Medical Society, the NC Community Health
Center Association, and Centene Corporation. We serve Medicaid beneficiaries in 41
counties, comprising a mix of rural and urban areas, some of which experience significant
health disparities and provider shortages. We hope to be part of the solution to meeting the
healthcare needs for Medicaid beneficiaries in a high quality, cost-effective manner which
focuses on whole-person care, including addressing the non-medical drivers of health.

CAROLINA COMPLETE
HEALTH



THANK YOU TO
OUR MEMBERS,

PARTNERS,
FUNDERS, AND
DONORS FOR A

GREAT YEAR!


